
2013-08-25Meeting Memo 
Time：2013-08-25,Sunday 

Location：Room 571,Chemistry Building 
Moderator：Tina Zhang 

Recorder：Kaiyuan Ni 
Work Report 

Stella Guo 
Construction of Gfp is done. 
Microfluidic is done and we can see the green fluorescence which indicates the successful expression 
of gfp. But AiiA and gfp can’t work together so we can’t get oscillation as expected. What we 
observed is the vision of field is more and more shining as the light can’t down.  
SfGFP is under construction and it can be compared with Egfp. 
 
Xixi 
Sort out every biobrick .Change the backbone of AiiA. 
We can register the biobrick containing ndh with another biobrick added qorum sensing promoter. 
 
Fan Wu 
1.Mascot. Fangfang. We can design several Fangfang wearing different expression. What’s more, we 
can also design some WeChat expressions. 
2.Calling card. We’ve decided to use the transparent version. 
3.We prefer not to wear the vest . And we can print XMU-CHINA above Biome. Below Biome we can 
put a vary size of rectangle just like microfluidic chips. The setting color is preferred to be black. In 
addition ,we can design our winter vision of team uniform. 
 
Zengsheng Quan 
Problem：How to check the transformation of triple plasmids? 
I’ll try to do this experiment. 
 
Stella Guo 
Microfluidic chip has been designed and I’ll try to do some preliminary experiment . 
 
Chengzhao Peng  
As soon as the designed primer of sfgfp arrives we can do the experiments 
 
Xixi 
We should find out what parameters we need when registering and if we can register the sfgfp 
combined with promoter.(Peking University didn’t add the degrading tag) 
 
Yuzhe Li:Modeling 
Next step is to find out light intens ity related to which parameters. The second model is totally 
different with the third model because that circuit is adjusted by arabinose. And I’ll look into the 
model built by Wageningen University. 
 

Mission on next week 
We will change the backbone of Gfp plasmid to pSB1C3 considering the ampicillin can produce more 
ROS. 
Stella Guo should pay more attention on microfluidic. 
Stella Guo and Xixi continue to transform the triple plasmids. 
Fan Wu can do a 3D animation introducing microfluidic. 
Everyone should do microfluidic experiments in turn. 
 



Wiki：team，Introduction of our team members，protocol，SDS and HP all have done. 
Collaboration with Nanjing University, Peking University and Toulouse. 
Wiki Arrangements 
Xixi：sort out the biobricks. 
Kaiyuan Ni：meeting general 
Xiyu Wu：safety 
Project framework, and we can put our texts in it. 
 
Fan Wu：T-shirt and 3D animation of microfluidic Collabration 
We can also make a microfluidic model with environmental protection materials.  
 
Tips: We should reorganize every gel pictures on time. 
 
Everyday two of our team members should turn to be on duty. Remember prepare enough LB 
broth and pull plate. 
 
From next week we should make PPT in English. Considered different people have different style it’s 
better to make PPT by one guy and presented by different people.  

 
Remember：We should tell other graduate students first when using apparatus in other experiment 
and clean the centrifuge after use it. 
 


